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Setting the Stage: Environmental Claims

Every consumer says, ‘”I want to help the 
environment, I’m looking for eco-friendly products.”  
But, if it’s one or two pennies higher in price, they’re 
not going to buy it.  There is a discrepancy between 
what people say and what they do.

-- Prominent industry analyst
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History of Green Guides

» Final Revised FTC Green Guides 
– 3d revision.  Guides first issued in 1992; rev’d in 1996 

and 1998.  
– Final Guides issued on Oct. 1, 2012.  The latest update 

took nearly 5 years and involved hundreds of written 
comments.

– Guides do not have the force of law, but do reflect the 
FTC’s enforcement views of relevant claims.

– Guides are incorporated by reference into many state 
laws.
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Overview of FTC Green Guides

» General environmental claims
general environmental benefit, seals & certificates

» Claims about content of product/packaging
“free-of,” non-toxic, renewable materials, source 
reduction, ozone-friendly, recycled content

» Claims about reuse or disposal
recyclable, refillable, compostable, degradable

» Claims about manufacturing
renewable energy, carbon offsets
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General Environmental Claims

» Unqualified general environmental benefit claims –
“difficult if not impossible to substantiate”
– e.g., “Green,” “Greener,” “Environmentally 

Friendly” 
– May include a product’s brand name

» Tend to be interpreted as far-reaching
– Extensive environmental benefits may be implied
– A “trade-off” analysis may be required
– Qualify with clear and prominent disclosures of 

specific environmental benefit(s)
» Comparative claims – be clear about comparison
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Seals & Certifications
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Seals & Certifications
» Seals may convey:

– specific environmental claims
– broad, unqualified general claims
– endorsements or certifications

» Must disclose any material connection with issuer of certification
– Trade association membership may be a material connection 

depending on how and what standards it uses
– If only connection is payment of a reasonable certification fee, 

generally no need to disclose
» Multi-attribute standard certifications – Sufficient for seal to qualify 

with “Virtually all products impact the environment.  For details on 
which attributes we evaluated, go to www.xxxx.com.”

» Certifications are not always sufficient to substantiate environmental 
claims – look behind the certification
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Non-toxic Claims

» Must have competent and reliable scientific 
evidence that the product is safe for humans and
the environment (includes animals)  

» Be careful that non-toxic claims do not also 
convey broader environmental or comparative 
claims that you cannot substantiate

» Meeting regulatory or legal toxicity thresholds 
may not be sufficient to substantiate non-toxic 
claims
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“Free-of” Claims

» Three part test for “free of” claims:
1. No more than a “trace level”; 
2. Substance doesn’t cause harm; and
3. Substance is not added intentionally

» Do not make “free-of” claims where:
– The product contains other substances that pose 

the same risks as the substance marketed as not 
present 

– OR –
– The substance at issue has never been associated 

with the product category
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Ozone-Safe, Ozone-Friendly

» Unqualified ozone-safe or ozone-friendly claims 
means:
– Product cannot contain any ozone-depleting substance

• Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, Class I or Class II 
chemicals 

• EPA designations as ozone-depleting substances (e.g. 
CFCs, HCFCs)

– Product cannot contain any substance that may contribute 
to ground-level ozone formation (e.g. VOCs)

» Beware of implying more general environmental 
benefits
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Source Reduction

» Be specific about source reduction claims
e.g., “10% less waste by volume than previous 
packaging”

» Trade-off analysis may be required
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Renewable Materials
» Qualify claims by identifying the renewable 

material used and why it is renewable
» Qualify the amount of renewable material 

content unless only “minor” or “incidental” 
components” are not made of renewable 
materials

» Example: “Packaging made from 50% plant-based 
renewable materials.  Because we turn fast-
growing plants into bio-plastics, only half of our 
packaging is made from petroleum-based 
materials.”
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Renewable Materials

» Issue--Consumers Think “Renewable Material” Means also 
Made with Recycled Content, Recyclable, and 
Biodegradable.
– Identify the Material and Why it is Renewable: Our 

floor is made of bamboo “that grows at the same rate, 
or faster, than we use it.”

» Issue--Unsubstantiated Claims of “Made with Renewable 
Material”  Interpreted as Meaning ALL is Renewable
– Qualify the Claim (e.g., percentage)
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Recycled Content

» Pre-consumer Recycled Content = diverted from 
solid waste stream

» Annual weighted average method still an 
appropriate basis to calculate amount of 
recycled content where per-product calculations 
are infeasible 

» Qualify amount of recycled content in 
product/package if more than “minor” or 
“incidental” components are not made of 
recycled material
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Recyclable
» Two-tier analysis of availability of recycling facilities –

60% facilities access threshold:
– Unqualified claims where at least 60% of consumers or 

communities have access to facilities to recycle the product
– Must qualify where less than 60% of communities have 

access to recycling facilities.  Qualifying language depends on 
extent of facility availability

• Slightly less than 60% have availability disclaimer: “The 
product [package] may not be recyclable in your area”

• Only a few have availability disclaimer: “This product 
[package] is recyclable only in the few communities that 
have appropriate recycling facilities”

• Always permissible to qualify by stating the % of 
consumers/communities that have access to facilities
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Recyclable

» AF&PA Conducts Periodic Survey of 
Municipalities to Show Broad Base of Collection 
and Reuse of Paper and Paper-Based Packaging

» 87% of U.S. Population has Access to Curbside or 
Drop Off Paper and Paper-based Packaging 
Recycling Facilities 
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Paper Recycling Statistics – U.S.
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Refillable

» Do not make refillable claims unless: 
– there is a system provided to collect and return 

the package for refill 
– OR –

– consumers can refill the package with a separately 
purchased product
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Compostable

» Unqualified compostable claims require 
competent and reliable scientific evidence that:
– the materials will break down safely into usable 

compost in about the same amount of time as the 
materials with which it is composted; and

– the materials can be composted at home or that 
commercial compost facilities are available to a 
substantial majority of consumers (i.e., 60% or more)

– ASTM Guides may not be sufficient
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Degradable

» Unqualified degradable claims require competent 
and reliable scientific evidence that the entire 
product or packaging will break down and return 
to nature within one year

» If a product is destined for a landfill, incinerator 
or recycling facility, an unqualified claim is 
deceptive because such facilities do not provide 
conditions for degradation within one year
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Carbon Offsets

» Credits or certificates representing reductions in 
greenhouse gas emissions

» Don’t double count-- Must have competent and 
reliable scientific and accounting methods to support 
carbon emission reduction claims 

» 2-year threshold -- If carbon emission reductions will 
not occur within 2 years of the offset purchase, must 
disclose time period

» Additionally – Deceptive to claim carbon offset 
represents additional reductions if that activity was 
required by law
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Carbon Offsets/Carbon Neutral
» Significant Area of Discussion; FTC Day-Long Meeting 
» Consumers Purchase Carbon Offsets to “Neutralize” Their GHG 

Emissions; Products are “Carbon Neutral”
» Issue—Timing:  When will the Reduction Occur?

– Indicate if reduction is more than two years out.
» Issue—Additionality:  Would the Reduction Have Occurred Anyway?

– Can not claim reduction for conduct required by law.
» Issue—RECs for Carbon Offset?

– No guidance included in Guides.
» Bottom Line:  Policy is Evolving, Wrong Role for FTC, Too Complicated: 

“given the complexities of carbon offsets, sellers should employ 
competent and reliable scientific and accounting methods to properly 
quantify claimed emission reductions to ensure that they do not sell 
the same reduction more than one  time.”
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Renewable Energy
» Renewable Energy Credits (RECs) are rights derived from 

renewable-based generation sources (i.e., solar, wind, 
geothermal, moving water, etc.) that can be sold or 
bought

» Energy derived from fossil fuels is NOT renewable
» Unqualified renewable energy claims 

– are permissible where RECs are purchased to cover energy use
– require “all or virtually all” of significant manufacturing process is 

powered by renewable energy or matched by RECs

» Qualify renewable energy claimswith source of renewable 
energy to avoid consumer confusion

» Hosting claims (e.g., “solar-powered facility”) are deceptive 
where manufacturer generates renewable electricity but 
sells RECs for that electricity
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Renewable Energy

» AF&PA Members Meet 2/3 of their Energy Demand Through Self-
Generated Renewable Biomass-Based Energy.

» A Renewable Energy Credit (REC) Represents the Renewable 
Attribute of that Energy.  It can be Sold Separately from the Energy 
Itself.

» Issue--Double Counting
– Can not claim the energy is “Green” if you sold the REC 

associated with that Energy.
» Issue--Amount of Renewable Energy

– 260.14(a): Marketers should not make unsubstantiated 
renewable energy claims “if power derived from fossil fuels is 
used to manufacture any part of the advertised item or is used 
to power any part of the advertised service”.

– Can limit claim to a part of the product (car seat) or production 
process (assembly).
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FTC Enforcement Activity - Overview  
» Consent Orders

– 22 involving environmental claims past 3 years
– Recent targets

• 2012: 8
• 2013: 4 so far, involving bamboo claims
• Others: biodegradable, “up-to,” “free of”

» Warning Letters
– Aug. 2012: 15 letters sent for energy efficiency & cost 

savings for “up-to” claims
» Closing Letters

– 10 involving environmental claims (2001-2012)
– Common claims: biodegradable, degradable (3); 

recycled content (3); “free of” (3)
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Energy Efficiency “Up To” Claims
» 2012 FTC consumer perception survey shows:

“many consumers interpret claims that windows will save ‘up to’ 
a specified amount of energy to mean that all or almost all 
users are likely to get the specified savings.”

» FTC Replacement Window Investigations (2012)
– 5 consent orders; 14 warning letters
– “must have competent and reliable scientific 

evidence to substantiate that all or virtually all
consumers are likely to achieve the maximum 
savings claimed”
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“Up To” Claims (cont’d)

» Best Practices for “Up To” Energy Savings 
Claims:
– Engage in competent and reliable testing.
– If testing does not support touted savings for all or 

almost all users, state only average savings and 
provide range of savings in disclaimer. 

– Disclose all material conditions/assumptions 
required to achieve stated results.

– Remember to be specific and substantiate any 
comparative claims
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Bamboo Textiles

» Textiles being advertised as bamboo were 
actually rayon

» 2009: 4 consent orders, FTC published a notice to 
businesses to be cautious when making these 
claims

» 2013: 4 additional consent orders
– In re Amazon.com; In re Leon Max, d/b/a Max Studio; In re 

Macy’s, Inc.; In re Sears Roebuck and Co. & Kmart Corp.

– All firms had received warning letters in 2010
– Civil penalties = $1.25 million
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Insulation

» 2009: 3 companies sued for making 
deceptive and unsubstantiated claims about 
home insulation products, overstating R-value 
and energy efficiency claims
In re Enviromate; In re Meyer Enterprises; 
Inre Sumpolec

» Civil penalties
– Meyer Enterprises = $155,000
– Sumpolec= $350,000
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Appliance Facts Labeling

» Nov. 2011: complaints filed against 
5 online retailers for failing to post 
Energy Guide information for 
home appliances offered for sale
In re Pinnacle Marketing Group; In re Universal Computers and Electronics; 
In re Abt Electronics; In re P.C. Richard & Son, Inc.; In re Universal 
Appliances, Kitchens, and Baths, Inc.

» Total civil penalties = $517,500
» Appliance Facts Labeling Rule – now the Energy Labeling 

Rule – revised in late 2012
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Green Certifications

» 2011: Consent order In re Tested Green
• Sold certificates without evaluating environmental 

attributes of products
• Misrepresented that certificates were endorsed by 

independent associations

» Green Guides: marketers are responsible for 
independently substantiating all environmental 
claims made about their products (even 
certifications)
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Green Marketing Claims NOT Addressed in the 
Guides

» Organic
» Natural
» Sustainable
» Biobased
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Uncertainty on Terminology Leads to Class 
Actions
» 30+ class actions regarding use of the term 

“natural” on packaging for food products have 
been filed, e.g.:
– GMOs
– Alkalized cocoa
– HFCS
– Vitamins

» These typically cannot be disposed of with 
preemption arguments due to lack of federal 
guidance.
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The NAD Has Been Very Active

– Energizer v. Born Free (BPA-free bottles)
– P&G v. Seventh Generation (household cleaners)
– Clorox v. Seventh Generation (chlorine-free paper)
– Merisant v. Heartland (sweeteners)
– Tyson v. Sanderson Farms (chicken)
– P&G v. Church & Dwight (cleaning products)
– Dixie v. Solo (disposable plates)
– Dell v. Apple (computers)
– Vaslpar v. Southern (paints)
– Solo v. Dispoz-O (disposable plates)
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State AG Enforcement Continues

» California AG and Alameda County 
investigations into e-Waste disposal activities.

» California AG investigation into biodegradability 
claims for plastic bottles.
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Private Litigation

» POM lawsuits regarding purity of ingredients.
» Dr. Bronner lawsuits regarding use of “organic” 

label on cosmetics.
» IBWA vs. ZeroWater lawsuit, alleging 

environmental savings for home use water filter.
» PETA Happy Cows case, alleging the cows are 

not really happy.
» Sanderson v. Perdue lawsuit, alleging that 

chickens were in fact “raised with antibiotics,” 
despite claims.
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